
in the pith of a charred buoyancy  

singe grapple grip rattle 

scrubbed clean flammability courses a multidimensional wherewithal 

                                                    intersects a rarefied bipedalism 

                                                    bewilders the necessity for overload 

is abbreviation abortive 

constituencies threaten to cavil 

the landlocked suffer lockdown 

the challenges for formalism are 

all inclusive 

  



sulde  

                        “Laddering Capillarial in the Great Embark.” Mongolian Shaman   

 

hoof/shaft/blade/-- horsehair-hefted → circulating a species aeration, stallion volatilized, the 

seer-slather slumber-rattle of an archaic genuflect shudders Burkhan Khaldun with the heave of 

a thunderous trebuchet 

larded with ventillative dispatch radiating quaquarversal emanates stitched to a hooded 

adumbrative, runic  

tufts  transmute, collect, … disperse,  

wind-whip talismanic talon spray →   

                                                            loon-lop                    loft-list   

                                     lattice-wind                 wizzle-lob   

strained through cabalistic ethers galloping teleportative hitched to the sear of an enduring 

emblazon in the lop-lobbing journey beyond dynasties & dithyrambs 

in the pitch of a non-conjectural asymptomatic destiny 

the brood 

unbraids 

  

 

Notes:   

Jack Weatherford (Ghengis Khan and the Making of the Modern World) writes:  “Through the 

centuries on the rolling, grassy steppes of inner Asia, a warrior-herder carried a Spirit Banner, 

called a sulde, constructed by tying strands of hair from his best stallions to the shaft of a spear 

just below its blade.  Whenever he erected his camp, the warrior planted the Spirit Banner 

outside the entrance to proclaim his identity and to stand as his perpetual guardian.  The Spirit 

Banner always remained in the open air beneath the Eternal Blue Sky that the Mongols 

worshipped.  As the strands of hair blew and tossed in the nearly constant breeze of the steppe, 



they captured the power of the wind, the sky, and the sun, and the banner channeled this 

power from nature to the warrior.  The wind in the horsehair inspired the warrior’s dreams and 

encouraged him to pursue his own destiny. . . . The union between the man and his Spirit 

Banner grew so intertwined that when he died, the warrior’s spirit was said to reside forever in 

those tufts of horsehair.  While the warrior lived, the horsehair banner carried his destiny; in 

death, it became his soul.” 

 

Burkhun Khaldun was considered a Sacred Mountain in the Kentii Mountain range of 

Northeastern Mongolia. 

  



“The hooves of our Mongol horses go everywhere, 

They climb to the heaven and plunge to the sea.” 

 – Yulϋ Chucai, 1236 

 

sear sinuosity soar   plunge peril 

  how much of  

  hoof  

  is in the 

  bowi 

fleet polish 

zephyrean transfer 

pulsative tangle 

in the sylph-soused rouse-riddled year (1210) of the horse → blunt perdition  steppe 

assault 

court the  

wend-river-wrest round-wrangle panaerobic plinth conjunction 

 

 

i The mongols did not have an infantry.  They fought from horseback.  The bow was their weapon of choice. 

                                                           


